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each officer is processed this paper, suits and gloves will be changed with all 
items being retained.  
 
In order to ensure respect and integrity, officers will only be processed by 
production officers of the same gender.    
 
The following officers will be subject to this process:-  
 
PC 694-P Alan Paton 
PC 523-P Craig Walker 
PC 724-P Daniel Gibson 
PC 691-P Ashley Tomlinson 
PC 203-P Hayleigh Good 
PC 435-P James McDonough 
PC 1014-P Nicole Short  
PC 1035-P Alan Smith  
APS 349-P Scott Maxwell 
 
All of whom were involved in the engagement with the deceased.  
  
DS 918-P Samantha Davidson 
DC 405-P Derek Connell 
 
Both CID officers arrived at locus 2 in the aftermath of the incident and 
undertook CPR on the now deceased.  
 
In line with the post incident procedure all officers will be spoken to by a 
Forensic Physician, with any injuries noted and photographed if agreed by the 
officer.  
 
In order to ensure the correct procedure in relation to the discharge of both 
PAVA and CS spray, the production officer, with forensic considerations, will 
weigh each canister recording the time, date and weight of each both on the 
rear of the production label and on a document.  
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It was agreed that PIRC investigator John Ferguson would be present during 
the recovery of the deceased at locus 1.  
 
Due to the religion of the deceased being established as Muslim this was to 
be considered in the recovery phase and highlighted to COPFS.  
 
*note – At 1940 hours a discussion was held due to the blood present within 
the deceased’s nose and it was agreed that swabs would only provide 
recovery of blood. However it was agreed with PIRC that the intubation tube 
would be seized.  
 
Locus 2 – the priorities as set for this location were agreed and in addition a 
drain maintenance vehicle would be utilised to empty drains within the 
cordoned area.  
 
It was also agreed that a dedicated PIRC investigator Garry Sinclair would be 
present and work in conjunction with the agreed CSM.  
 
 
 




